Council Minutes 9/7
Member Announcements
Aron wants to ask a question. He is Aron, and he identifies himself. Asking permission if
he can put flyers for Birthright up, if anyone has objections please let him know. L’s joke
misses target.
Jake thanks those who are attending dance parties. Remember: we are celebrating the
end of quiet hours at Goldman. 5:10ish- every weekday. Crowd whoops.
Manager Announcements and Check Ins
Maya: Central office is offering paid workshift Don't talk to her about it- ask Sue.
Thanks for applying for to cook shift! Knows we eat cereal and bread, but are we eating
produce? We are not. Eat produce. Empowers us to eat what we want. But produce is
important. Maya doesn't understand cereal.
Asks who likes frosted flakes- single whoop from Lily.
Resounding cheers for Cheerios and Cinnamon Toast Crunch.
Boos for Grape nuts. Some whoops.
Jalissa announces managers:
Health worker: Aron
Garden Manager: Claire
Social Managerzach- your training is Tuesday. this is your only chance.
Board Rep: Travis and Jake- your training is this weekend
Hot tub manager: Lily
Secretary: L (crowd whoops and cheers-some people cry with relief)
Historian: Micaela
Mail Manager: Parisa
Academic Theme manager: Rodrigo and Robby team.
All managers must attend pre-council
Jalissa empowers us to vote. WRM manager still hasn't reached quorum.
Roman
Hey! We have habitability- it's a surprise when!
Be aware, be clean. Clean up and shit.
Confusion about plate washes: if there’s not a line- wash your own plate.
Don't use the sanitizer if there’s only one or two plates. Don't waste water.
Some bad habits to be aware of: rinse your own cutting boards. don't leave them.
Be clean I guess.
Bobby asks: do we have paper towels? Maya says they’re hard to locate. Roman says the
towels will be in the closet area.
Mitar

Created lists. Network list. IF you want to know about computers you can help! we can
learn together. Not necessary to join if you don't want to.
Also a mailing list for Hackerspace.
David
Have you heard about habitability? Use lids, nothing in hallways.
Please don't leave dishes in common space.
Maya: why are there some things without lids? Put the lids on!
Tyree inquires about the broken soap dispenser: crowd says please use the form!
Someone asks- what about the band room? There’s weird stuff every where! David says
o okay we’ll check.
Collin
Rinse your knives.
Habitability is real.
Graham: what happens if we fail it???
Collin: We all get fined- you guys- individually.
Mitar interjects: but if we win, we get money!!! (dollar signs in eyes)
There are no rules against talking about drugs. If people come to the managers about a
rule that’s being broke, they have to address it.
Roman answers to knives comment: knives go in dish room- not pot room! Room fills
with light as we all are enlightened to that fact.
James
Identifies himself as manager. Tool check out bin is in that corner over there points to
corner near grahams office*
If you find keys turn them in please.
Graham
Wearing hat of finance manager: Internet bill: should we divide bill by 100? or what?
Suggests meeting at 3:00 next Sunday to explain the budgets of the co-op and explain
house bills and stuff so we can vote on it.
Collin asks if we get workshift.
Graham said no. but begrudgingly agrees to make snacks.
Will be held in dance room.
Motivation to go: will be deciding if we give it to house etc.
Substance free questions?
Neil asks what is a substance
A: that which is regulated by state or federal law.
Maya says oh! so like cigarettes and alcohol.
Graham says yes. So cough syrup – for medicinal okay- little Wayne amounts not okay.
Aron asks what is under central and what is us?

Pretty much all under BSC board policy. We can appeal. House can make stricter
policies but not more lax. BSC president consulted, answers “uh yeah I guess?”
Aron asks well what about termination? Grey area.
Also some confusion about eviction. that was unclear. three day leniency. If kicked outyou may or may not be given another place to go. Not guaranteed a spot.
Zach asks who is tasked with enforcing the policy?
A: technically everyone. But more paid, the more accountable you are.
Hunter: can you search someone’s room?
Graham: You are entitled to 24 hour notice, unless it's an emergency.
Rodrigo: structural or functional analogs.. something.. I don’t follow?
Graham: Not sure. Will have to ask boss.
Oh yes bathrooms! They’re looking good! Sign off !
Graham used to be a professional painter- fun fact!
Loves brushes!!! A good one is good!
Clean brush with a wire brush. Run it through the hairs of the brush. Demonstrate.
Clean it with water until the water runs clear. Don't forget to use drop cloths!
Graham is not going to enforce the 25$ deposit. Will keep the 25$ from your security
deposit.
Door is part of your room- paint how see you fit. You can paint over it.
Mitar: asks about garbage?
Requesting refund about compost. Garbage men need to wake up and see people live
here.
Parisa has an announcement. Please remember about the study rooms on E2. Please be
mindful.
Vincent asks about policy with grabbing paint. Graham explains where the paint room is
(in dungeon) . Just go in general.
Mitar: what about my room?Outside my room?
Graham says you’re going to have to ask council if you can paint elk with some poetry on
the wall.
Anonymous boy in striped shirt claiming to be in Kingman motions to add the
reservation of the lib-ed next on to the agenda. It has been seconded.
It has been added.
Anonymous boy in striped shirt again stands to motion the lib-ed, family room, on
Friday from 6-10 for board rep training.
Mitar asks if it is open to members of the house.
Spencer says yeah I guess but it's a training..
Sage asks if Cloyne will have to provide anything?
A:No.
Claire: who are you?

Spencer: my name is Spencer. I used to live at CZ, now I live at kingman.
Sheepishly claims title of BSC president.
Motion has been passed.
Aron has a question on that topic-ish…
if I want to have a group of people in study room, does it have to be passed?
Collin says, I don't know. if you feel likes it an event then yeah but if they’re your guests.
Mitar says wait your friends?
Collin says you probably don't.
Roman also asks if you reserve a room can you make it so other people in the house can
come?
Collin: yes have to stipulate prior to vote.
By Law Discussion Continued
Continuing the by law thing.
To ratify the by laws: 2/3rds of people must be in quorum. That motion did not reach
quorum.
To freeze the proposal and wait to talk: passed
So: we froze the by laws and have this discussion again. There will be small
groups that meets and discusses.
Jake suggests everyone look over by laws. Wonders who is the best person to ask about
it?
Jalissa says: I’m not sure. We haven’t decided best person to facilitate this. Probably
going to call a second manager meeting- that’s open to everyone. To discuss this.
Zach (in a bow) thinks that the best course of action is to appoint a non manager
member to chair the meeting.
Jalissa says if its an election- we have to give seven days notice and then vote online. we
can do it otherwise.
Jake: we could just do a motion for someone to do it. a sub council. do we have to have a
council doing this? This could be open sourced. could be a google doc. etc. Might be
democratic. I think it would be better than a small council that everyone may not be able
to attend.
Caliey says I think we have already gone through the what should we do process- I think
we should bring little parts of it to council and then we can have that discussion.
Otherwise its complicated. May not be transparency. let’s do it all together.
Lucas: yes I agree. The original idea of google doc seems unwieldy. Likes the tiny chunks
at each meeting idea.
Snaps heard throughout.
Mail manager By law change request
Cant do it because we froze the by laws.
Oh wait- she’s not even here.
Community Agreements

Respect peoples’ times and their opinions.
Asks to limit bullet points discussion to 15 minutes.
Aron asks how will we know if we reach an agreement? Jalissa says its complicated. We
may or may know.
Jake says lets make the clean up after yourself an agreement, not have the little ones.
Kelly says well I think we could keep these little ones, contextualize one.
Maya asks if they’re going to be posted, how closely is the phrasing of semantics?
Jalissa says: agreements are agreements about people using the space and agreements
among people. Normally we post them. We can follow usual or make our own rules- but
this will take longer.
Rodrigo says well maybe we could post specific rules. But the agreements say keep it
clean.
Putting the clean up chin hair thing, and the clean up toilet underneath clean up after
yourself.
Sage says I think this may be overkill. I don't think we need signs everywhere- people
should be respectfully. Sage thinks she’s non articulate (she is articulate- shouldn't
worry).
Everyone repeatedly says chinny chin hairs- comical among serious discussion.
Straw poll: more thumbs down- we’re not going to have signs in the bathrooms and
stuff.
Jake: okay general point and then sub points. hair one, shower masturbation one,
plates.
Cailey: We only have 32 people. Is this quorum?
Jalissa: this isn’t a vote. So we don't have to have quorum, it would be rad if there was.
But isn’t. Quorum is 35 percent of members. We’re not required to have quorum right
now.
Lucas: Can we stop talking about structure and start talking about content?
We are going to talk about content. Yeah!
We are making Clean up after yourself- losing the chin hair.
Don't store personal items in bathroom.
Amendment to make it just store within reason, or agree with users of the bathroom.
Crowd agrees on: Storage of items in bathrooms shall be agreed upon between
those who use/people on that floor w/ equitable division of space in mind
Clean up mess if you miss toilet.
Added to clean up after yourself.
Remove your dishes from common space.
Passed.
Prepare pots for pots team and quick clean your dishes.
Soak dishes and pots when necessary. Also don't soak steel wool removes all. Roman
says how about it says “Prepare pots for pots team and quick clean your dishes. Don't
soak- unless its Teflon which you cant use steel wool on”
Aron wonders why not soak?
Roman expertly says it would just take a lot longer, and adds more work.
Emily says I think this misleading- are we supposed to scrub with steel wool
individually? What is the intention?

Travis asks should we put something in about cook shifts and their pots? Out current
system with cooks just trying their best good. Should we put in another sentence?
Mitar says don't soak iron cast stuff. EVER.
Gary echoes Roman and Mitar- we are in a drought. let’s not waste water and soak stuff.
Sponging and steel wool.
Zach says I don't think that this is the best forum to discuss the pots and stuff. Maybe :
washing dishes and pots is not just for work shifters, everyone should do their best to
make it easier.
Jake says maybe: Prepare pots for pots team and quick clean dishes per kitchen
manager’s job.
Mitar says well maybe we should just do it ourselves and workshift is what falls through
cracks.
Zach: I would prepare yours first and then
Mitar: Maybe just a line like: if we have a workshift for it, doesn't mean we should do it.
Jake: I disagree. Pot workshift is for cooperative things. More efficient for a bunch of
people to do this than just one person to do it.
Basil says: just rinse your shit. it takes two seconds. Fun fact: basil has worked in
restaurant – did not specify what kind. Can he cook- to be clarified?
Maria says we should clarify for how cooks should leave kitchen.
Roman says, will it be helpful if I have a list of instructions? and for cooks, but lets just
agree with travis. do what you can. put your dishes away.
Mitar: Cleaning plates should be done by every body.
Final: we are taking this idea off and putting up signs for what people will
do. Roman’s discretion will be used.
Quick announcement: Austin is the co-op senator. Going around to all councils. IS going
to be accountable. Will communicate our interests. Going to be sending a report to
board reps. Has office hours Wed and Thurs from 1-2 on Sproul. Appointment, blog,
social media all options. Talks about co-op opportunity fund- $14,000 to spend. We are
going to come to a decision about how to do it. Has other projects. Apply to work with
him.
mitar: Hey lets be serious about this workshift.
Zach: do your best to make the workshift thing.
Don’t jack it in the shower.
Claire recommends we lose this. Lets just make it generally conserve water and clean up
after ourselves.
Robby asks about water meters. WRM says yeah we can do this.
Removed: don’t be a dick. In other words: don’t do jack. I don't have any
other puns here.
ADA laundry room should be used only during waking hours.
Emily says lets do the second one. The people next to the laundry room can dictate
hours.
Graham said he used to live next to there. Sometimes its easier just to do the quiet
hours. Says lets only make it used during non quiet hours.
Approved as laundry room can only be used as during non-quiet hours.

Special quiet hours for dead/party/RRR week.
Gary proposes we have special hours 10-10, if someone asks during midterms, then say
yes. just be generally respectfully.
Sage is wondering if we could make it 24 hours? During dead week to final weeks.
Zach doesn't want to include the Midterms one. The more specific is confusing. lets just
be respectful. Snaps heard.
Emily asks what are quiet hours?
Jalissa says ther are Goldman quiet hours and then there are the night quiet hours.
Jake: not comfortable for the 24 hour quiet hours. Thinks some noise is healthy. What
about the dance party? I think the respect peoples requests is good.
Travis says we should be specific about the hours.
Kyle says well it might be a good idea cause some people finish early. Might be a good
idea to have 24 hours.
Rodrigo: I like this idea. Some people work at night. I think it's a good idea.
Zach: hey lets do your best to accommodate other peoples study needs. If I need to
scream at midnight, please accommodate me. If you cant stand this, I will accommodate
you. how about a whole semester- be excellent policy.
Charlie: Be considerate around the study rooms.
Sage: What does it mean to have such hours?
Jalissa: anything that can be heard
Jake: I like the idea of mutual respect idea. I think this should be the idea in general.
Gary: lets have general guidelines that we can follow.
Sage: I want more time please.
Jalissa is suggesting that we end, but we don't have to.
Emily says I haven’t even had a problem yet. Maybe other people have but I don't think
that this seems super necessary. If it is not a problem, it won’t be.
Aron asks if we cant use gendered language please.
Jalissa apologizes. Is going to try.
Mitar says we are getting more and more sound equipment. Things might change.
Sarah proposes we do the 10-10 around midterms and finals and dead week. rest is the
discretion.
Jalissa says midterms are different for everybody so the rules might be different for
everyone. Midterms should be defined. Midterms are always.
Zach appreciates the desire to be specific, but it seems like with community agreements,
being specific is more problems than it solves. Let’s be more general and based around
values and intent then be more specific.
Kelly feels Zach. Let’s be considerate to people rather than words on paper (or online)
Giselle, the band room is sound proof, I play a loud instrument. Can anyone hear me
when I play?
Sage: yes. Im in w1.
Giselle: I will play bag pipes within hours. (super rad she plays bag pipes)
Drew: yeah 10 to 10 is cool. but 2 am dance parties are not.
Mitar: band room is not sound proof. we can make it more sound proof.
Kyle: does not agree with being more general. People often will become more lax.
Jake: at risk of going full circle, lets just do the 10-10 and any general request respected.

Sage: I think the discussion is about dead and finals week.
During finals and dead week 10-10 are quiet hours, and any general request
should be respected. Be excellent.
Conch for fun and work.
L asks who can actually use it.
Crowd answers: well a lot of people. L doubts her own personal worth briefly due to her
lack of ability.
Mitar suggests we all learn morse code to communicate.
Sarah suggests we do it for only work and clean it
Kelly says if one uses the conch they are subjecting themselves to that risk.
Graham makes excellent pun: Unconchable.
James: can we just establish I want to know if its important or not.
Crowd says its for fun.
Music priority for kitchen 1) cooks, 2) dishes 3) everyone else.
Amendments are work shift and then everyone else. Other: people should agree on the
type. Other: people should agree on volume.
Mitar: is the song okay and is the volume okay with everyone?
Zach: lets change the word type to quidity. Which means the Whatness in latin.
Drew: rather than type or volume just consensus.
L suggests that we make it workshift priority and then everyone else. and general be nice
and thoughtful rule.
Mitar: doesn't think that it should be by priority. IF there is no agreement, it should be
silent.
L says I think that falls under the collolary of being excellent.
Mitar wonders if it comes to priority.
Rodrigo suggests not having a hierarchy. Thee is no beginning of time, life gets meta.
Kelly suggests no hierarchy
Aron says I think we should be empowered to says yes.
Mathida asks if this is a problem.
Emmy says yes there have been problems. I have had my music changed. It was
frustrating.
Aron says if there is music playing, don't change it. IF there isn’t music playing, put on
what you want.
Kelly: lets just ask before changing or fiddling.
Maria: During the cooking hours, the cooks are there for three hours. Let’s be friendly to
that.
Mitar:
e I want to empower people that people who disagree can talk and say
something.
Jalissa: how about like a deal with it, method?
Aron: a different phrasing?
Mitar: lets notice. If there is music played, we should be respectful.
Aron: I think this is a good theory. If people are cooking dinner and I go get almond
milk (is he lactose free? I like almond milk too), I don't have priority. Making a
discussion makes no sense.
Sage: I think whatever sound there is or isn’t. (is silence a sound: philosophical
discussion) Let’s just have it open for discussion. We can change it or not or yes. Qick
and respectful dialogue.

Mitar: I think silence should be a choice. Let’s ask if we change it.
Zach: I think people are pretty much respectful. I think empowering people to speak up
is always better. Consensus rule gives people the power to speak up.
Maria: So are we suggesting volume? We haven’t talked about that. WE have the
freedom to lower volume if we so c, hoose? If music is too loud to even talk we should be
able to change it. We haven’t talked about volume.
Zach quietly strums guitar among discussion, adding a sweet energy to the room.
Kelly: lets go down the line and decide what people like.
Maria: suggests a general respect of the people in the kitchen.
Jalissa asks if anyone could take one or two of these ideas. then we should we ask.
Charlie says I think we can make it: communicate with others on the music in the
kitchen.
Sage: Yes. I also think we should have the hierarchy. Workshift and then everyone else.
Mitar: So music conditions are agreed upon? (DOES include silence)
Charlie: Communicate with others to agree upon the music/silence conditions in the
kitchen.
Zach: That puts it on the person who is displeased to be active, what if we make it a do
your best to empower others to be present and share space with you. Where it is on him,
to welcome others in, rather than intrude and make clear that he is fucking up. Coming
at it from a different angle.
Jalissa: I think that could be a separate part. IT should be a general thing. Let’s
empowers other.
Charlie: I don't think those are mutually exclusive.
Jalissa is saying we can add it to the entire house.
Communicate with others to agree upon the music/silence conditions in
kitchen, empower others to speak up.
No slamming doors during quiet hours.
Jake asks if as 20% of membership can we vote?
Jalissa says whoops. Nope. Sorry. We have to finish by end of week two.
Kelly says we remove it.
Natalia asks how community agreements are supposed to be passed.
Jalissa says we are supposed to come to an agreement.
Aron says its lame that people aren’t here, but we can’t force people to be here. Let’s just
do it.
Mitar: I think that if the doors slam we should take it to maintenance.
Jalissa: it is a no cost thing to make it to non slammy doors.
Charlie: so we are vaguely agreeing on them? Are these lose? Are these lose? Are they
changed?
Jalissa: we can change them, but she has to submit them.
Jake: I don't want to make this more important, I think there might be a selection bias.
Not everyone is here. people may have other obligations. Lets pass them on and decide
on them later?
Sage: I agree.
Maria brings offering of mangoes and blackberries to ease tension.
Jalissa feels uncomfortable just submitting them.

Mitar: If some people aren’t here, then that’s their fault.
Rodrigo: I think we should respect jalissa. She is being super rad with bringing it here.
Zach: I don't know if we’re going to get anywhere talking about it. Co asks for the rules,
but that’s not definitive. It’s a living document. We will always amend. No final version.
Sage: there is not procedural requirement. So.
Removed.
Uncooperative fine should be 5 hours.
Mitar asks to remove it.
Graham consulted. Having a basic number to go with is useful.
Kyle says five hours is too much.
Jalissa: houses use the amount set as an example for when you would actually fine
someone. This is an extreme alternative. Less frequently used. Says that this is the last
step. There are many steps before this.
Rodrigo: I think the basis is useful, lets set this as precedent. We can remove it and
people will know by history.
Lots of snaps for removing this.
Removed.
Maria has to leave, asks that we remove important ones to the front of the discussion.
Aron suggests we skip ahead to the nudity discussion
Rodrigo also says I think the safe space discussion is important.
Mandatory consent workshop.
Aron suggests that we make it mandatory for all members to attend.
Sage comments there will be multiple opportunities?
Passed: mandatory consent workshop.
No hazing or shaming.
Jalissa says this is covered in Central stuff.
Passes.
No tone policing.
Zach explains this as not telling people to calm down etc. “Watch your tone”
Charlie asks that this is explained.
People laugh as it is read.
Passes.
Violence only with consent.
This is covered in central level policy Jalissa says.
Kyle asks to remove this.
Aron says I think this is the boxing clause.
Jalissa says oh that would be the sport thing.
Mitar: observing violence could suck too.
Sage says that violence is a loaded term. Maybe we should define it.
Mitar: violence could be anything. allow a subjective definition.
Collin: what about video games and consensual fighting.
Zach: fighting only with all aware. only with consent. includes violence video games.
All snapped for consensual violence.
Assume good intent.
Snaps, passes.
Take space, make space.

Also explained as 50/50. Speak up or step back basically. Allow other people to speak,
also feel empowered to speak if you want- you is important too.
passes.
Nudity agreements: the bare argument.
NO nudity in dining /kitchen.
No nudity anywhere.
NO nudity without publication prior.
No fluids on public spaces(including sweat): passed
Women shouldn't have to give warning about being topless: passed #freenipples (see
Rihanna and that one dress she wore to that one thing, with the crystals)
NO additional workshift points for being nude: passed.
Some discussion as to whether the people we have here is enough.
Maria asks we define this.
Kelly asks what is topless versus nude.
Jalissa: topless is not nude, that’s topless. we already decided.
Jocelyn: I believe that it should be a sexual thing. Women topless arouses sexual
feelings. So all sexual organs or genitals should be covered.
Parisa: sexualization is cultural. the body can have 11 different orgasms. fun fact. for the
last two thousands of years, women have been objects not subjects.
Sage: breasts are for milk
Aron: its bad to assume anything
zach: applauds Jocelyn for speaking up. Suggests that options are gender neutral.
heather: agrees. Lets do the basic of what is covered.
Rodrigo: personally okay with toplessness. But lets be cautious about our culture.
retracts vote for toplessness- wants to make it all have tops
Parisa: where are we drawing line? need to reach a compromise
Jalissa: would like to make comment about nudity as a choice, verus homosexuality as a
choice
Zach: we n Jalissa suggests: 1) eveyone wears a shirt 2 ) no one wears a shirt. 3) men
don't have to wear shirts. and women do.we need to make people feel comfortable. so we
decided that we should only allow it in certain areas.
Drew: suggest a learning opportunity
Elena: agrees with zach who says not let it out entirely, but we should have
opportunities to be naked
Jocelyn: important to have a shared comfortable space. Its not just your home, it is for
everyone. Maybe we should act like it is in public. Be respectful of this all. This is a
public home.
Charlie: no one has said we have to do anything. We are giving permission. There is a
difference between being rude and directly affecting others. Difference between having
people be okay with others. It’s different then having two different lifestyles and not
being ok with other peoples lifestyles.
Maria: I want to acknowledge and share my respect for you Jocelyn and Heather, and I
don’t think I’ve verbalized my right to walk around, my body is not an object, and just
because I’m baring my breast to the world and that I don’t want people looking at me
like an object and that I don’t have to hide behind clothing. Invites Jocelyn to talk about
it further. Wants to appreciate Jocelyn and not attack her. To be continued.

Rodrigo: suggests that nude events would work. If those who want to be nude, do they
have to be in common space? Just toplessness or all of it?
Jalissa: if we request everyone wears tops and bottoms, unless it is a publicized event.
Mitar: doesn’t feel he can speak to that. There are other people who could speak better.
Jordan: I think we should do something that applies to both genders equally. What
about people who want to walk down hall from bathroom without shirt on?
Jalissa: are you suggesting an amendment?
Jordan: nah. I’m not contesting anything just wanted to say it
Zach: as someone who hasn’t had to wear a shirt, this could be a good opportunity. I am
down for the solidarity of people who are told to put on a shirt. It could be unfair to
force gender equality
Boy emerges from kitchen without shirt on in funny ironic way.
Zach continues: I didn’t want gender exclusive language. Maybe we should just
encourage men to have solidarity
Matilda: can we push this later?
Jalissa: we have to do this now. We can push the nudity and exociticizing of people to
other council. We have to have community agreements tonight, we already put it off.
Collin: what if we cant agree?
Jalissa: we really need to make something.
Collin: I think we should agree to move on.
Jalisssa: was told, to have agreement. Not a vote. All parties must be respected.
Sage: Clarifies we are going through them, but we can do through them later. Everyone
note. We are agreeing upon it for a week. Also wants to mention that we don’t use
language based on gender identity, we should base it on anatomy. This gets confusing.
Graham: suggests that the community agreements is a guideline. Theres been a lot of
thought of this but working past ten o clock makes deadlines lose value. Lets turn into
Monique the work that’s done so far.
Jalissa: you sure?
Graham: I’m sure.
Natalia: as a member, I want my president to feel like she can end things.
Heather: Why don’t we agree in common space, why cant we have the barest minimum,
top and bottom? Floors can reach agreement.
Jordan: Agrees with heather. Allows for functional nudity.
Gary: Monique factor. Monique would be supportive. Those are guidelines.
Mitar: Has issue with the floor clause, will marginalize minority more. He worries.
Jalissa: asks for more comments or suggestions?
Matida: can we keep on keeping on until next week?
Jalissa: I think we could move along if we go over the nude events can be agreed on and
passed with consensus. The nude events thing was cool?
People not snapping..
Sage: it was reached that we could table this discussion. Asks Jalissa whether or not we
can move on
Jalissa: feels that the intent is right. Doesn’t agree with doing it with this many people is
not common sense. Not given impression that it was not requirement. Understands
empowerment things, feels conflicted with what job is. Respects that people are wanting

to leave. Wants to make some comments: if you want the conversation to continue, then
she will let it. To put it off, would be the second time. These are really important. Most
people aren’t here. If we have to go through process again then could be worse.
Asks for head down vote on whether or not we continue.
Everyone votes to end
. Continue at next council.
Council concludes after 4 hours and 26 minutes.
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